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Keep the Balance at Home
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Abstract: Of the many treatment parameters in hemodialysis care that could be individualised, the dialysate sodium concentration has been identified as a prime candidate for personalisation. Newer hemodialysis machines are equipped with controllers to manage the diffusive balance of sodium between the patient and dialysate. Tailoring of intradialytic sodium transfer is possible in home hemodialysis, where individualization of therapy is particularly appropriate.
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The concentration of sodium in dialysate has often been seen as a way of reducing intradialytic symptoms associated with hemodynamic instability, whatever the underlying cause. Dialysis machines are equipped with the capability to ‘profile’ the dialysate sodium concentration but the therapeutic benefit of pulsatile or similar profiles is unproven. Without a well-founded medical indication, standard sodium profiling should be used with care. Keen and Gotch have proposed that there should be a net-zero diffusive balance of sodium during dialysis of stable patients on a normal diet [1].

Selfcare, whether in the home environment or a limited-care dialysis center, empowers patients by allowing them more treatment autonomy. The choice of home rather than in-center hemodialysis may be driven by, among other reasons, a demand for technically intensive care in a less formal environment [2]. Patients having home hemodialysis are a population who are well-educated about their treatment and able to manage many technical issues. For example, they can be encouraged to adjust treatment parameters such as ultrafiltration rate, blood flow rate and session time themselves, within an agreed framework.

The need for dialysate sodium adjustments in home therapies has not been discussed up to now, although the situation of home dialysis is ideally suited for individualization of the dialysate composition.

Up to 90% of patients treated with in-center hemodialysis are subject to a prescribed dialysate sodium concentration of 138–140 mmol/L [3]. The majority of patients tolerate a fixed sodium prescription in standard treatments, not exceeding four hours, quite well, even though individual serum levels may differ significantly [4]. With longer treatment times, larger quantities of dialysate affect multiple body compartments, such that plasma solute concentrations tend to equilibrate close to the dialysate concentration. For example, accumulation in the blood of bicarbonate may lead to symptoms of alkalosis and of sodium may lead to thirst and elevated blood pressure [5]. When patients repeatedly complain about thirst or excessive fluid overload, reduction of the dialysate sodium concentration should be discussed to avoid intradialytic salt overload.

Management of sodium involves the monitoring of sodium calculated from plasma conductivity (SMM) and uses a controller to balance sodium during dialysis (SMC). With automated SMC the patient’s serum drives the dialysate sodium concentration during the hemodialysis session [6]. The controller adjusts the mixing of dialysate to balance the transmembrane flow of sodium. In zero-diffusive balancing the net flow of solutes between dialysate and plasma is constantly equilibrated.
SMC clearly contributes to an individualized treatment prescription by avoiding a large sodium concentration gradient between patient and dialysate. However, for hyponatremic patients representing a pathologic state, equilibrating serum sodium at a low level may result in intradialytic hypotension and other adverse complications. Thus, before applying a net-zero sodium balance the natremic state of the patient should be evaluated.

Patients treated at home who do not have access to a closely linked laboratory should be guided through an incident monitoring phase without SMC. In this phase SMM just monitors the intradialytic sodium mass balance and the pre-dialytic serum sodium level. At clinic visits the collected data should be confirmed by blood laboratory tests. When the pre-dialytic sodium concentration is within the accepted physiological range the monitoring phase ends and SMC can be activated. Typically, zero-diffusive sodium balance should be the method of choice. For a specific medical indication, a defined sodium gap between serum and dialysate can be beneficial.

The delivery of pre-dialytic serum sodium levels by SMM in each treatment provides a very useful tool to promptly identify overhydration associated with rapid loss of muscle mass [7]. Significant changes in natremia may be noticed before the situation becomes severe and appropriate countermeasures can be applied in time. Patients who dialyze at home should be advised to monitor their pre-dialysis serum sodium values and contact their clinician immediately when a trend becomes obvious.

Selfcare can be beneficial in ways other than through intradialytic profiling of dialysate solutes. Improved quality of life, treatment autonomy and playing an active role in the therapy design are the main reasons to opt for home treatment. Increasing individualization of treatment at home often accompanies patients growing in self-confidence and experience of managing their own care.
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